5 Data Analysis Techniques for Marketing
Big data analysis is a powerful tool at the disposal of marketers. Data science coupled with machine learning can help us better understand the market, refine our strategies and improvise decision making. The information provided in this eBook is meant to give you sufficient insights to start exploring the space of big data analysis and discuss with analysts about the possibilities of the data you own.
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According to McKinsey, 75% of a typical company’s revenue results from its standard products at the same time, 30% of the pricing decisions these companies make every year fail to reach the best price.

Where a nominal 1% price increase resulting in an 8.7% increase in operating profits, assuming there is no loss of volume, pricing can dramatically grow the profitability. Big data analysis enables market analysts to study a wide range of market factors and combine the data with company’s accounts statements to reach the optimal price of a product or service.

Another use case of big data in price optimization is determining the optimal price cuts to ensure stock clearance. With the help of Markdown Optimization companies can determine the optimal price for their products thus maximizing their profit margin. This analysis is performed in three stages:

1. Optimize Pricing
• Retrospective analysis of consumer’s purchase history, behavior, and choices.
• Statistical analysis to determine the price elasticity of demand by combining the purchase data and market dynamics.
• Finally optimization of business by analyzing the costs incurred in manufacturing and identifying the price point with maximizing profits.

Ultimately this helps answer the three key questions - the level of reduction in prices, impact on profits, optimal time of making changes in the pricing.
Today businesses have many channels to reach out to consumers and the entire marketing budget is being allocated to each channel separately. There are significant problems faced by decision makers while determining the optimal budget allocation as it very difficult to hold any specific channel responsible for the growth. It is neither possible to boil down to only a few channels nor decision makers can randomly allocate the resources.

Big data offers a solution to this problem using the market mix modeling technique. Market mix modeling provides insights into the current landscape of marketing activities and the potential future impact of marketing campaigns on ROI, profits, and sales. Thus, giving you predictive insights about the profitability of campaigns even before execution. This helps you determine the exact channels that have the potential to scale up the profits and invest accordingly.
“A nominal 10% upsurge in data accessibility can result in more than $65 million increase in the net income, for a typical Fortune 1000 company.”
3. Personalize Customer Experience

Big data offers a solution to this problem using the market mix modeling technique. Market mix modeling provides insights into the current landscape of marketing activities and the potential future impact of marketing campaigns on ROI, profits, and sales. Thus, giving you predictive insights about the profitability of campaigns.

By analyzing the data about consumer behavior and interests companies can create recommendation engines that can deliver content to the consumers which they will likely engage with. A similar technique called market basket analysis can be used to predict the consumer behavior based on their current and past purchases. Using these techniques brands can not only enhance the online experience but also improve the in-store layout and marketing messages.
4. Knowledge of Consumer Psychology

Digital communication comes with the benefit of in-depth tracking. The use of UTMs and heat maps has given a lot more insights about consumer behavior on the website than before. Moreover, the improvement in IoT applications has presented opportunities for tracking the user behavior using sensors in physical stores. Overall we can say that businesses have access to a huge volume of data or at least they can easily gain access to it.

Big data analysis helps analyze this data at scale. With attribution modeling, it is possible to map the entire consumer’s journey and allocate specific weights to different touch points based on their role in making a sale. This not only helps in better allocation of marketing resources but also improves the efficiency of campaigns with data backed decision making.
It is a common mindset that data analysis in marketing and sales will only yield analytical results. With emotional intelligence being an integral part of any human communication, data science is only thought as a complementary tool. With advancement in technology, we are now not only able to understand human emotions but also analyze them and revert back to them.

With sentiment analysis, companies can understand the emotion behind a text by analyzing it. This technique can be used to study the communication regarding a brand on social media platforms, blogs and review sites to understand the collective market opinion towards it. The use of chatbots is also very helpful in understanding the consumer emotions as the entire communication history can be easily recorded and analyzed.
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Want help in leveraging Big Data for your business? Contact us.

Send us a mail: info@newgenapps.com
Call (toll free): +1 888-203-5812